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i n t r o d u c t i o n 
 
Building a brand as a creative is a very essential part of your development and future profitability. 

Think of it this way, the more people who know about you and what you do, the more people are 

able to buy into you. If you are a music artist, for example, this translates into more ticket sales for 

your performance. If you are a beauty or fashion influencer, having a strong brand equates to those 

all-important brand deals and sponsorships. Or if you are a graphic designer, the bigger your brand 

is, the more appealing it Is for big brands to want to hire you. In essence, being able to build a strong 

brand is a must-have skill if you’re going to be successful. So, what is a brand? In the simplest of 

terms, a brand is how a company, organisation or individual is perceived by those who experience 

it. For you this means that you need to be sure that the style or vibe you’re presenting is being 

accurately interpreted by your target audience. But, to develop your brand will take time and requires 

some hard work- but never fear, this guide will break it down for you! 

 

 

        Step One: Learn The Terms 
 

When it comes to brand-building, there are three key terms that you need to know: 
• Consistency. You must be clear on what your brand is all about. The easiest way to do that 

is to ask yourself some very important questions i.e. What is the vision of the brand? What is 

the mission of the brand? (yes, they are two separate things- the mission will help you achieve 

the vision!). What values does the brand have? What is the brand experience? (in other 

words, how do you want people to ‘feel’ about your brand?). If you can’t clearly answer these 

questions yet, you might want to go back and reconsider them. Once you have the answers 

to these questions, consistency within platforms in terms of branding (logo, fonts and images 

and tone) helps to make your brand easily identifiable anywhere. No matter where you are in 

the world, you would recognise the coke brand logo. But more importantly, because we 

recognise it, no matter where we are in the world, we are automatically rest-assured that the 

product will give us the same satisfaction or “brand experience” we have had before. 

Consistency, therefore, is key with developing something memorable. 
• Persistence. As mentioned before, building a brand can take a lot of time and effort before 

you begin to see the real benefits or rewards. However, you must continue to put your 

message out there In front of people, no matter how tiresome this can get. That’s the only 
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way that you’re going to build the brand recognition, awareness and loyalty that comes with 

having a successful brand. 
• Restraint. Once you know what your brand is all about and stands for, you must only select 

opportunities that sit well with it. See it like this, your brand is your promise to your target 

audience, and because you’ve made that promise, your audience now has expectations of 

you- don’t do anything that would disappoint them. Exercise restraint by making sure that 

everything you do is ‘on brand’ 
•      TOP TIP       By no means are we saying that your brand cannot develop and grow in 

terms of its core values or even aims- it certainly can! However, be sure to communicate this 

to your audience to retain their trust and loyalty. 
 
 
        Step Two: Consider Some Options 
 

There are many several ways that you may go about increasing your brand visibility so that 

you can increase your scope and reach. Below are some options for you to consider, but by 

no means is an exhaustive list. 

• Launch a Website. Having a website is pretty commonplace nowadays. The great thing 

about having a website is that it’s a platform that you have complete control over, unlike social 

media sites where you are at their mercy (i.e. new regulations or the potential for the platforms 

being shut down). Here, you have the opportunity to be as expressive with your brand as you 

like with no real restraints. Be sure to make sure the website looks professional. As a gentle 

reminder ‘professional’ does not mean ‘corporate’ or ‘boring’, make it as colourful as you are, 

just ensure that it functions as a professional website (i.e. menu bar, contact form, clear 

graphics, images and videos). 

• Write a Blog. Blog posts are great because they allow you to further demonstrate your 

expertise and or share more about you and what you do. Furthermore, blog posts are easy 

and quick to share online via social media which means an even greater reach to more 

people. However, the best thing about blogs is that since you can have it as a feature of your 

website, you stand better chances of hire rankings on search engines. Blogging is part of a 

process known as search engine optimisation (SEO) which refers to where a site ranks when 

particular terms are searched for. Blogging provides new links for you, giving you a greater 

chance of being picked up by the various search engines. If done right, good SEO can be 

most of your marketing done for you! 
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• Use Social Media. We’re sure you know just how powerful social media can truly be, it can 

reach places that your feet may not. In most cases, you can build a very strong brand using 

social media without having to run any ads, but simply by engaging with the platform. 

‘Engaging’ here means posting content, sharing other people’s content, liking content, 

commenting on content. The key to building a successful brand on social media, is again 

consistency as this will help to gain positive results in terms of your own audience growth, 

but also in terms of your content reach. When it comes to choosing which platforms you will 

use, consider which will be best to reach your target audience. However, do not feel pressure 

to be on every social media platform! Sometimes it’s wiser to just pick one and master how 

to use it most effectively, before trying to move onto other platforms. If you want to know more 

about how you can utilise social media, be sure to check out our other guide: ‘Social Media 

Marketing for Creatives’. 

• Publish Videos. We all love YouTube, but did you know that it’s one of the biggest search 

engines out there? So, that means you should be on there. Whatever it is that you do, it is 

always worth developing some video content that you can share online. The great thing about 

YouTube is that anyone, anywhere in the world, can stumble across your videos. This means 

that you have the opportunity to build an international brand, with an audience all over the 

world. Now for a musician or influencer, having a YT channel can be pretty expected, but it 

also works for graphic designers and stylists too! Create content that shows off your style 

and what you do.  

• Invest into PR. Public relations (PR) is extremely important for really getting your brand out 

there. But what exactly is PR? It is the business of persuasion. You are actively trying to 

convince an audience to buy into you, whether this be to support your music, or hire you for 

a service. Often PR is only really spoken about with music artists, however effective PR can 

be really useful for any type of creative. Why? Because PR is all about building trust, as a 

brand that has a product or service, building trust is important for converting prospective 

customers into paying customers. Forms of PR may include social media promotions, 

podcast features, event panel appearances etc. anything that gets you in front of your target 

market in a favourable light. 

• Referral Programmes. Throughout all the history of marketing, one thing is incredibly clear- 
customers really value and trust peer recommendations when making purchasing decisions. 

That is why referral programmes are a really great way to increase the visibility of your brand. 

Previous clientele who are pleased with the service you provided them, or indeed the brand 
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experience, will be glad to share their positive experiences, especially where there is good 

incentive to do so. Referral programmes are great because they allow you to access people 

indirectly online and offline- it’s a win-win and really provides the opportunity for quick brand 

growth. 

• Paid Advertising. If you do have a website, getting yourself a good ranking organically on 

the search results is by no means an easy task. It’s even more important because not many 

of us even venture past the first page of results. Therefore, in order to get traffic to your 

website, a combination of SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) and PPC (Pay-Per-Click) is 

recommended. PPC campaigns come in many forms ranging from Google Ads, to Facebook, 

Instagram and Twitter Ads. What’s great about these types of ads is that you can customise 

them specifically to your niche so that you can have better conversion rates (i.e. from 

prospective customer to paying customer). If used correctly, paid advertising can massively 

increase brand visibility within very short spaces of time. 

• Influencer Marketing. Although a more recent option, influencer marketing is becoming an 

ever popular one. Similar to referral programmes, this will allow your brand access to a wider 

audience, whilst also reinforcing your credibility. All that is necessary is the careful 

identification of influencers that suit your niche and that really understand your product or 

service. Most importantly though, they need to be someone that your target market trust when 

it comes to making purchasing decisions. 

 
 
        Step Three: Pick What’s Right For You. 

 

You certainly do not have to use all of these methods to increase your brand visibility. When 

it comes to choosing which options are right for you consider the following: What could I do 

with the skills I’ve currently got? What can I do realistically with the time I have? What would 

be the most beneficial for my brand? What will help me reach my target market in the best 

way? Within this process, it’s essential to be realistic with your expectations because your 

brand visibility is not just going to happen overnight, it takes time and a truckload of 

consistency. This is by no means a quick fix, and indeed as the brand grows, your means of 

growing brand visibility too should develop too. Start small and work your way up. 

 


